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p All The Way – Australia vs
America in Vietnam

Historian Paul Ham argues that the conflict
with the USA over Vietnam redefined
Australia’s relationship with its ally and with
its Asian neighbours. (57 mins)
$24.95

D4593

p Ancient Discoveries - Ships,
Weapons & Structures

Recreation of historical events, filmed
on location and enhanced with CGI and
reconstructed ancient machines. (3x95 mins)
DVD Disc

$39.95

D4031

p Federation

Vividly brings to life the history making
events, personalities and experiences
that culminated in the federation of the
Australian colonies in 1901. (3 x 56 mins)
DVD Disc

$29.95

D4369

In May 1942, a Nazi Propaganda film was
shot in the Warsaw Ghetto. Testimony of
surviving witnesses reveal the cinematic
deceit involved. (88 mins)
$34.95

A look at how the great experiment of
Australian modern multiculturalism was
built against the odds during the 20th
century (3 x 52 mins)
DVD Disc

p A Film Unfinished (M)

DVD Disc

p Immigration Nation - The Secret
History of Us

D4357

D3918

p Kokoda (M)

Based on the best selling book ‘Kokoda’ by
Paul Ham and filmed in Australia, Japan and
along the Kokoda Track. Includes dramatic
re-enactments. (2 x 50 mins)
DVD Disc

p First Australians

$39.95

$34.95

D3522

p Ancient Olympics - Let the
Games Begin

The birth of contemporary Australia from
the perspective of its first people. What
happens when the oldest living culture is
overrun by the world’s greatest empire?
(7 x 52 mins)

p Legacy of Ancient Civilisations

DVD Disc

DVD Disc

DVD Disc

Set in 448 BC, the ancient Games attracted
champions and cheats, bitter rivalries and
contests of strength, glory and scandals.
$24.95

D4661

p Anzac: Australians at War in
World War II

Using original war footage, this 26 part
series covers every major campaign that
Australian troops were involved in during
the war years 1939 to 1945. (26 x 26 mins)
DVD Disc

$39.95

D4363

p The Battle of Long Tan / He’s
Coming South (M)

The Battle of Long Tan - A true story of
extraordinary courage against overwhelming
odds. He’s Coming South - The Attack on
Sydney Harbour, 31 May 1942. (299 mins)
DVD Disc

$36.95

D3689

p Burma (M)

The history of Burma, home to 50 million
people, over 100 ethnic groups and a rich
Buddhist tradition which permeates the
country. (67 mins)
DVD Disc

$34.95

D4534

p Christianity: A History (M)

Key moments in Christianity’s history from its
birth in Palestine to its future in the world of
the 21st century. Presenters include Michael
Portillo, Howard Jacobson and Robert
Beckford. (8 x 50 mins)
DVD Disc

$39.95

D3666

p Convict Australia

A revealing documentary about Australia’s
convict past and the dramatic, brutal birth of
a nation. Presented by Ian Wright. (50 mins)
DVD Disc

$26.95

D3819

People and passions that have changed the
world - The Romans, Egyptians, Napoleon,
Martin Luther, Queen Victoria, Japan, The
Medici, Islam, Christianity, The Greeks and
The Israelites. (11 x 180 mins)
DVD Disc

$139.00

$44.95

D2964

p Four Hours in My Lai

Anatomy of a Massacre. In 1968
US soldiers swept through the South
Vietnamese village of My Lai, gunning
down nearly 500 civilians. (66 mins)
DVD Disc

$39.95

BRD146

For six months in1961, hundreds of black
and white Americans risked their lives
fighting against segregation in the Deep
South. (113 mins)
DVD Disc

$29.95

D4222

A definitive three part series charts
Gandhi’s establishment beginnings, his
move into politics and his campaign to
bring independence to India. (3 x50 mins)
$26.95

D3936

p The Greatest Speeches of All
Time

D4664

$29.95

In 1989 an entire way of life ended for
millions behind the Iron Curtain. Combines
first hand testimony with extensive archive
footage. (3 x 50 mins)
$29.95

The story of Eddie Koiki Mabo, a man
who fought an entire nation and its legal
system, giving his name and life to a legal
judgement. (87 mins)
$29.95

The history of New York from its founding
in 1624 as a Dutch trading post to its
continuing pre-eminence as the cultural and
economic capital of the world. (8 x 90 mins)
DVD Disc

$89.95

DVD Disc

DVD Disc

p A History of Christianity

This series brings new insights into the
origins of Christianity, the diversity of its
churches and the essence of the different
denominations. Presented by Professor
Diarmaid MacCulloch. (6 x 55 mins)
DVD Disc

$39.95

D3803

$39.95

D4471

Four episodes shed light on the vital
foundation stones at the base of this
extraordinary civilisation. (4 x 48 mins)
$39.95

D4235

p Secrets of War - Cold War (MA)

A comprehensive and unique study of the
conspiracies and espionage at the heart of
some of the most significant moments of
the 20th Century. (8 x 60 mins)
DVD Disc

$49.95

D4216

p Swastika

The process leading to the Final Solution
- from early calls for the expulsion of the
Jews to genocide. (6x50 mins)
DVD Disc

D4371

p New York: A Documentary Film
(M)

p Planet Egypt

D2505

D3460

p Mabo - Life of an Island Man

44 speeches from world leaders such
as JFK and Martin Luther King, that
have changed the course of history and
inspired millions worldwide. (200mins)
$88.00

D4155

p The Lost World of Communism
(MA)

DVD Disc

p Gandhi

DVD Disc

The world of six ancient peoples whose
contributions to art, culture, and literature
had a great effect on civilisation.
(6 x 30 mins)

DVD Disc

p Freedom Riders

p Hitler’s Holocaust
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D3606

Archival footage from the Nazi era reveals
the workings behind Hitler’s monster regime
and chronicles the daily lives of Germans
under the Third Reich. (96 mins)
DVD Disc

$29.95

D1605

Visit our website for more information
on these programs
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p Time Team - Tottiford & Other
Digs

Tony Robinson and his team of archeology
experts dig up the past. Epidosdes include
Reservoir Rituals-Tottiford, Hitler’s Island
Fortress-Les Gellettes, The Search for the
Domesday Mill and more. (10 x 47 mins)
DVD Disc

$59.95

D4610

p A Time to Remember

A visual history of Australia 1930-1975
from the Movietone and Cinesound
newsreel archives. (800 mins)
DVD Disc

$99.00

The key events and major influences that
define Australia and Australians today. Tony
is joined by Tim Flannery, Thomas Keneally,
Eric Wilmott & Geoffrey Blainey (6x52 mins)
$44.95

D4368

p Two Men in a Trench - Series
1&2

Archaeologist Neil Oliver and fellow
historian Tony Pollard visit the famous sites
of historic British battles. (14 x 47 mins)
DVD Disc

$44.95

D4614

p A Wall in Berlin (M) 1945-1989
An astonishing look at the history leading
up to the construction of the Berlin Wall
and its ultimate dismantling. (110 mins)
DVD Disc

$34.95

D3576

p When the War Came to Australia
Australians on the Home Front during World
War II. Episodes include: Our Melancholy
Duty; Our Darkest Hour; Saviours, Lovers,
Heroes; The Long War. (4 x 50 mins)
DVD Disc

$39.95

D4160

p Where Were You? – Events That
Changed the World (M)

The Fall of the Berlin Wall, Asian Tsunami,
September 11, Nelson Mandela, Chernobyl,
Afghanistan, Moon Landing, Tiananmen
Square and more. (26 x 26 mins)
DVD Disc

$59.95

Since its founding, Berlin has been a
crucible to radical ideas that have changed
the world. Written and presented by Matt
Frei. (3 x 60 mins)
DVD Disc

D4156

The most comprehensive and compelling
television history of WWII ever made.
Narrated by Laurence Olivier. (26 episodes)
$110.00

D3382

p The Buddha - The Story of
Siddhartha

Traces the spiritual journey of the Indian
sage who attained enlightenment.
(2 x 51 mins)
DVD Disc

$36.95

D4157

p Buck

DVD Disc

D4185

$34.95

D4605

p Capitalism: A Love Story (M)

Australia’s most iconic and spectacular
heritage sites: Kakadu National Park, The
Great Barrier Reef, Fraser Island, Uluru and
the Sydney Opera House. (71 mins)
DVD Disc

$39.95

D3750

p Accentuate the Positive

D3449

p A Century of Pictures

Two programs - Captured in Time and The
Time of My Life. Chronicles Australian life
over 100 years. (86 mins)
DVD Disc

$28.95

D3129

p The End of the Line

The devastating impact over-fishing is
having on our oceans. Encourages viewers
to think more carefully about where their
fish is coming from. (155 mins)
DVD Disc

$29.95

D3701

p Faith of the Century:
Communism (M)

DVD Disc

$39.95

D4469

An engrossing analysis of Communism and
its consequences. (4 x 57 mins)
DVD Disc

$36.95

D3820

p Food Inc.

Explores how modern developments in
food production pose grave risks to our
health and environment. (94 mins)
$44.95

D3743

p Freakonomics (M)

Explores the most significant societyaltering changes that Australians have
experienced since the end of the Second
World War. (4 x 60 mins)
$34.95

D3755

p Megafactories – Everyday Icons
(National Geographic)
Lego, Heineken, IKEA and Coke - Step
inside the factories that create these
famous brands and see what it takes to
make an everyday icon. (4 x 52 mins)
$36.95

D4476

p Megastructures – Bridges

DVD Disc

$34.95

D4602

p Once Upon a Time in
Cabramatta (M)

The story of how the immigrant Vietnamese
community overcame adversity and found
their place in multicultural Australia.
(3 x 52 mins)
DVD Disc

$34.95

D4498

Dramatic and historical memories of
Olympic history themed into 6 chapters:
Golden Moments, Olympic Sports,
The Olympic Spirit, Olympic Stars,
Documentaries and “The Olympians - It is
not the winning, but the taking part”.
(29 hours, 11 discs)
DVD Disc

$130.00

D4631

p Rituals - Around the World in
80 Faiths (M)

Based on the bestselling book about how
incentives can influence the outcome of
various situations. (85 mins)

Charismatic vicar Pete Owen Jones travels
the world to explore rituals practised by
some of the world’s major religions and
tribes. (8 x 60 mins)

DVD Disc

DVD Disc

$34.95

D4237

From (M)

Six Australians challenge their preconceived
notions by living with, and as asylum
seekers for one month. (3 x 52 mins)
DVD Disc

$36.95

D4153

p The Greatest Movie Ever Sold
(M)

$44.95

D4361

p Happy

A journey across 5 continents in search of
the keys to happiness. Real life stories and
interviews explore the secrets behind our
most valued emotion. (76 mins)
DVD Disc
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p The Making of Modern
Australia

p The Olympic Series

DVD Disc

How people live in five of the world’s
biggest megacities: London, Dhaka, Tokyo,
Mexico City and Shanghai. (3x58 mins)

D4551

(National Geographic) The challenges
faced constructing mega-bridges: RionAntirion Bridge (Greece), Oresund Bridge
(Denmark/Sweden), Lupu, Runyang and
Sutong Bridges (China). (3 x 52 mins)

$44.95

DVD Disc

p Andrew Marr’s Megacities

$34.95

DVD Disc

Morgan Spurlock uses his unique brand
of irreverent humour to show audiences
the pitch meetings and product placement
presentations which inform their
entertainment behaviour. (90 mins)

ABD466

DVD Disc

DVD Disc

Can children learn optimism? A “Positive
Education” program helps children develop
ways of becoming happier and more
resilient. (55 mins) ©ABC/Compass
$88.00

(National Geographic) In the remote
wilderness of New Zealand, relive the
innovative journey of extreme sports
pioneers in mystical worlds long since
gone. (100 mins)

This Michael Moore documentary examines
the impact of corporate dominance on the
everyday lives of Americans. (122 mins)

SOCIETY & ENVIRONMENT p Go Back To Where You Came
p 5 World Heritage Sites Australia

p Last Paradise

DVD Disc

Buck Brannaman, a real-life horsewhisperer, travels the country for nine
gruelling months a year, helping horses
with people problems. (89 mins)

DVD Disc

p The World at War (Remastered)

DVD Disc

$36.95

D2500

p Tony Robinson Explores
Australia

DVD Disc

p Berlin (M)

$44.95

$59.95

D3613

p Rivers and Life

This series celebrates the ever-changing
nature of our relationship with the Earth’s
amazing water systems. (6 x 52 mins)
DVD Disc

$29.95

D3387

p Sporting Nation (August Release)
John Clarke, sports lover and satirist, looks
at how Australia came to take its sport
so seriously and what it means to be a
sporting nation. (3 x 55mins)
DVD Disc

$34.95

D4682

p Seduction in the City - The Birth
of Shopping
The social history of the phenomenon
of shopping that took hold of the world
and transformed national economies and
societies forever. (2 x 52 mins)
DVD Disc

$34.95

D4625

For more information on any title go to our website: www.maxwells.com.au or phone Maxwell’s Collection 1800 249 786

D4239

For more information on any program go to www.maxwells.com.au

p Think Global Act Rural

Examines the state of the global agriculture
industry and exposes the systems that are
ravaging our land, compromising our health
and worsening poverty. (113 mins)
DVD Disc

$34.95

D4510

p Two on the Great Divide

John Doyle and Dr Tim Flannery discover
the geological formations, fossils, human
activity and environmental changes along
the Great Dividing Range. (3 x 55mins)
DVD Disc

$36.95

D4674

$36.95

D4673

p The War You Don’t See (M)

John Pilger’s investigation into the media’s
role in war from WWI to Afghanistan.
(120 mins)
DVD Disc

$34.95

D4074

p Warren Miller’s Wintervention

Snow sports in the most exotic settings
imaginable in Antarctica, Austria, British
Columbia, Georgia, New Zealand, Colorado,
Alaska and other countries. (87 mins)
DVD Disc

$34.95

D4606

p Wonders of Australia’s National
Parks

Wild, timeless Australia: Uluru, Kata Tjuta,
King’s Canyon, Kakadu, The Great Barrier
Reef, Shark Bay, Flinder’s Ranges, Australian
Alps, Lake Eyre, Lord Howe Island, Blue
Mountains. (3 x 57 mins)
DVD Disc

$49.95

D3727

p Wildest India

India is an exotic melting pot of iconic
wildlife, secret locations, epic terrains and
colourful beauty. (3 x 100 mins)
DVD Disc

$36.95

D4550

SCIENCE
Global Warning

Al Gore presents a compelling view of
the future of our planet with a persuasive
argument that we must act now (93 mins)
$24.95

D1859

Reporters Mark Horstman and Dr Paul Willis
travel to Antarctica to report on how the
east and west of the continent are reacting
to climate change. (27 mins) ©2011 ABC
$66.00

ABD479

p The Ascent of Man

A thought provoking series traces the
history of scientific ideas that have
transformed the world. Presented by Dr
Jacob Bronowski. (13x 51 mins)
DVD Disc

DVD Disc

$59.95

$34.95

D4499

p Climate Change - David
Attenborough

A personal journey to discover how global
warming is changing the planet he knows
so well. (2 x 59 mins)
$32.95

D3805

p The Code

Mathematics expert Professor Marcus du
Sautoy searches for the code. Significant
numbers appear throughout the natural
world - how does this mysterious code
govern the apparent randomness of
mountains, clouds and trees? (3 x 58 mins)
DVD Disc

D4236

p Australia - The Time

D4497

Charles Darwin, Joseph Hooker, Thomas
Huxley and Alfred Russel Wallace
revolutionised science. Docu-drama
(3 x 54 mins)
DVD Disc

$39.95

D3364

p Earth Box Set

$34.95

D4608

p Inventions That Shook the
World (M) (release date 1 August )

The twentieth century was one of
spectacular innovation that transformed
our world and the way we communicate.
(10x45 mins)
$44.95

D4626

p Journey to Planet Earth: A
Delicate Balance

A fascinating look at the global eco-system,
from the impact of population growth to the
effects of global warming. Four episodes: On
The Brink, Future Conditional, Seas of Grass,
Hot Zones. (4 x 60 mins)
DVD Disc

$44.95

D2940

p Landline - Climate Change
Compilation 2011

Adapting to a Changing Environment.
ABC Landline programs including: Carbon
Farming, Carbon Economy, Professor Tim
Flannery, Carbon Trading and more.
(8 x 15 min) ©2012 ABC Television

Professor Iain Stewart presents two
landmark series - Earth: The Power of the
Planet and the equally confronting How
Earth Made Us. (10 x 50 mins)

DVD Disc

DVD Disc

ABC’s Landline segments include: Water
Allocation, Water Buyback, Conservation vs
Logging, Irrigated Agriculture and more.
(8 x 15 min) ©2012 ABC Television

$59.95

D4191

p Earthflight

Experience the world’s greatest sights and
natural spectacles from a bird’s eye view.
(6 x 60 mins)
DVD Disc

$39.95

D4508

p Engineering Connections Series 3

Richard Hammond investigates some of
the most iconic structures on the planet
including the Rion Antirion Bridge in Greece
and the Japanese Bullet Train. (6 x 50 mins)
$$34.95

D4313

p Force of Nature - The David
Suzuki Movie

Leading environmentalist David Suzuki
tells of his concerns for our environment,
and discusses the interconnectedness of all
things. (93 mins)
$29.95

D4233

$165.00

ABD477

p Landline - Murray - Darling
Basin Compilation 2011

DVD Disc

$165.00

ABD478

p Letters and Numbers - The
Masters

A quiz show in which two contestants pit
their lexical dexterity and numerical agility
against each other and the clock. With
Richard Morecroft (7 x 25 mins)
DVD Disc

$29.95

D4607

p Origins of Us

Our bodies tell the story of human
evolution. Anatomist Dr Alice Roberts
presents three episodes - Bones, Guts and
Brains. (3 x 59 mins)
DVD Disc

$34.95

D4613

p Our Planet - The Past, Present
and Future of Earth

Narrated by David Attenborough, this BBC
series captures the majestic beauty of
the frozen wildernesses of the Arctic and
Antarctic. (7 x 60 mins)

The beginnings of our planet, the potentially
catastrophic effects of our impact on it, and
the possibility of a world wiped clean of
humanity. Three documentaries - How The
Earth Was Made, A Global Warning? and
Life After People. (390 mins)

DVD Disc

DVD Disc

p Frozen Planet

$59.95

D4381

A definitive guide to the secrets of the
reef, the intricate relationships between its
inhabitants and how climate change and
other factors might shape its future. (3 x
58 mins)
$36.95

$39.95

D4615

p Prophets of Science Fiction

p Great Barrier Reef

DVD Disc

Traveller’s Guide

$34.95

p Darwin’s Brave New World

DVD Disc

p Antarctica (Catalyst)

DVD Disc

DVD Disc

DVD Disc

p An Inconvenient Truth - A

DVD Disc

Professor Iain Stewart reveals how the
greatest changes to the Earth have been
driven, above all, by plants and how it is
plants that time and again have set the
agenda for life. (3 x 59 mins)

DVD Disc

Scientist Dr Tim Flannery and satirist
John Doyle examine the colourful past,
present and future of the deep north
whilst travelling from Cairns to Broome.
(6x26mins)
DVD Disc

Explosive new discoveries are transforming
the picture of how we became human. The
series unfolds with a forensic investigation
into the life and death of a specific hominid
ancestor. (3 x 50 mins)

DVD Disc

p Two in the Top End

p How To Grow A Planet

p Becoming Human

The lives, ideas and philosophies of sci-fi
authors and directors such as H G Wells,
Ridley Scott, Arthur C Clarke and George
Lucas. (8 x 43 mins)
DVD Disc

$44.95

D4624

D4511

p The Story of Maths

Dr Richard Smith’s adventurous Australian
time travel, from the formation of the Earth
to the evolution of life as we know it today
(4 x 60 mins)

p The Great Warming

DVD Disc

A stunning film documenting how the
changing climate is affecting ordinary
people around the world. (150 mins))

New and surprising insights into the
central importance of mathematics, one of
humanity’s greatest cultural achievements.
(4 x 60 mins)

DVD Disc

DVD Disc

$39.95

D4567

$39.95

D2747
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p Contacts Collection Contemporary Photos

p The Story of Science

Presenter Michael J Mosley discusses
scientific ideas that have shaped the
modern world. (6 x 60 mins)
DVD Disc

$49.95

The world’s greatest photographers reveal
the secrets behind their images. (8x60 mins)
DVD Disc

D4045

p Wonders of the Solar System
Scientific knowledge beamed down from
space reveals the true and awesome
beauty of our solar system. Presented by
Professor Brian Cox. (5 x 60 mins)
DVD Disc

$39.95

D4223

CREATIVE ARTS
p Beats, Rhymes & Life – The
Travels of a Tribe Called Quest (MA)
A Tribe Called Quest was one of the most
influential and groundbreaking musical
groups in hip-hop history. (97 mins)
DVD Disc

$34.95

D4604

The techniques, history and controversies
behind some of the world’s finest paintings
and artists - The Birth of Impressionism; The
Great Moderns; From Duchamp to Pop Art;
(3 x 90 mins)
$44.95

D4225

The Age of the Titans; The Golden Age of
the Netherlands; The Cezanne Revolution.
(3 x 90 mins)
$44.95

D4226

Chauvet Cave, discovered in France in 1994
is home to hundreds of pristine paintings
dating back over 30,000 years. (87 mins)
$39.95

DVD Disc

D4596

DVD Disc

$24.95

D3724

$88.00

ABD484

p Grand Designs Australia
Series 1

Architect Peter Maddison tells the stories of
new home builders. (9 x 47 mins)
$44.95

D4183

p The Great Artists - The English
Masters
The lives, times and works of Hogarth,
Reynolds, Gainsbough, Blake, Turner and
Constable. (6 x 48 mins)
$39.95

D4597

p The Great Artists - The
Impressionists

DVD Disc

$39.95

D4544

p In Search of Haydn

Intimate and revealing extracts from
Haydn’s personal letters and interviews with
experts provide an appreciation of the artist
and his music. (102 mins)
$39.95

$39.95

D3902

p Photography - As Told By LIFE
Magazine

David Hoffman talks with 15 great Life
Magazine photographers, each presenting
his/her best photographs and the stories
behind them. (57 mins)
$24.95

D3096

p The Private Life of a
Masterpiece

The fascinating stories behind famous
works of art and how they came to have a
life of their own in the modern world.
BBC Series1 to 5 (588 mins)
DVD Disc

$150.00

D2827

p Simon Schama’s Power of Art

Eight iconic works of art are discussed
including Caravaggio’s ‘David with the Head
of Goliath’ and Picasso’s ‘Guernica’. BBC
series (8 x 45 mins)
DVD Disc

$59.95

D3527

p Smart’s Labyrinth – A portrait of
the painter Jeffrey Smart
A definitive portrait of one of Australia’s
most important post-war painters, filmed at
Smart’s villa in Tuscany (54 mins)
DVD Disc

$36.95

D4623

p Theatreland

Behind the scenes at one of London’s
premiere West End venues, the Theatre
Royal Haymarket. Features Sir Ian McKellen
and Patrick Stewart. (8 x 23 mins)
DVD Disc

The lives and works of Monet, Renoir,
Seurat, Degas, Pissarro & Manet.(6x48mins)

$34.95

D3814

p Vincent - The Full Story

A revealing portrait of Van Gogh’s life - his
early years as schoolteacher and linguist,
his obsessive personality and his infamous
months of madness when he created his
best-known pictures. (70 mins)
DVD Disc

$24.95

D4039

D4599
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Music is good for our health as non Western
tribal cultures have always known. (55mins)

DVD Disc

Joseph Banks discovered over 700 new
plant species, recorded in drawings by
Sydney Parkinson. Banks’ Florilegium was
published 200 years later. Presented by
Robert Hughes. ©ABC Television (58 mins)

DVD Disc

FAX orders to :

D3682

p The Flowering of the Pacific

DVD Disc

p Cave of Forgotten Dreams

DVD Disc

$29.95

The history of the costumes, couture and
glamour icons that have transformed the
look of movies. (56 mins)

DVD Disc

p The Best of Palettes – Vol 2

DVD Disc

Graffiti artist Banksy makes his first foray
into film by warping reality into something
much more fun! (87 mins)

DVD Disc

p The Best of Palettes – Vol 1

DVD Disc

D3266

p Fashion in Film

Professor Brian Cox travels across the
planet to reveal how light, gravity, time,
matter and energy are the fundamental
building blocks of everything. (4 x 58 mins)
$36.95

$59.95

p Exit Through the Gift Shop (M)

DVD Disc

D4003

p Wonders of the Universe

DVD Disc

p Music of the Brain
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